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nnovation is not an option — it is a funda-
mental requisite of survival. Throughout his-
tory, innovative societies have dominated 

their less-creative rivals. The ability to innovate 
has determined life and death, dominance and 
subservience, winning and losing for as long 
as man has been concerned with such things.

It continues today. The ability to innovate  
determines which companies will survive a  
recession and dominate  their competition. Our 
proprietary research shows that the compa-
nies that have created the greatest value, that 
outperform their peers for any meaningful time 
span, almost always do so by adopting one or 
more of seven strategic openings.

This one day workshop will help companies  
devise strategies to achieve goals such as  
how to grow revenue and market share in a  
challenging market environment, how to 
creatively manage costs during an economic 
downturn, and how to respond effectively to 

rapidly changing market conditions. It trains 
participants in a set of immediately applicable 
tools including:

•   The seven “strategic plays” that most  
often trigger prolonged breakthrough  
performance,

•   The five phases innovations pass through 
as they travel from idea to reality

•   Seven “language tools” for enrolling key 
stakeholders (in-house team, core custom-
ers, and partners), in an innovation

•   The three fundamental sources of sustained 
competitive advantage

•   Five steps to establishing the foundation  
of discontent from which great innovations 
are born

•   Using the “OODA” loop to innovate more 
quickly than the competition
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PARTICIPANT AND CLIENT COMMENTS
“The value to the members is strongly evidenced by the fact that everyone  
generated good ideas (some with over 40) to beat their  
competition by using the seven most important stratagems...and, by prioritizing 
them into a competitive strategy. Comments concerning your delivery included:  
articulate, interactive, energetic, great with examples, etc.”

 – Griff Griffies Chair, Atlanta Vistage International
 

It was a pleasure meeting you and experiencing the Kai Method event. Your energy 
was great! I cannot tell you how productive it was for me. Knowing about and using 
a method like this as an early stage startup is invaluable. I shared this experience and 
thoughts with my partner and our other team member. We are going to set a schedule 
to do this often! Thank you for sharing and the experience.”

 – Sharai M. Lavoie, MBA President & CEO SIS Partners

“Douglas Muir gave an amazing presentation of his Kai Method for the BIG orga-
nization in Charlotte. His enthusiasm for the method was contagious! I walked away from 
the day with a fresh outlook and a detailed plan of how I was going to realize my 
goals for my company. A HUGE thank you to Doug.”
 – Michelle Coviello, CPC Director of Business Development for HireNetworks

Douglas Muir is the Chief Operat-
ing Officer of Kai Method, LLC.  
He speaks internationally on top-
ics of entrepreneurship, innovation, 
and business growth. He has been  
published and quoted in numerous 
publications including Business Week 
and The Scotsman Guide a pres-
tigious magazine for the banking, 
mortgage, and investor industry. He  
was recently featured in Kaihan  
Krippendorff’s business tactics book, 
“Hide a Dagger Behind a Smile” about 
how he infiltrated the insurance indus-
try and locked out his competition.
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9:00 – 9:45  THE INNOVATION CYCLE
We will first build a foundation of understanding, by stepping through the entire cycle that innovation passes 
through, identifying the key barriers innovators face as they guide ideas into realization and the pivotal under-
lying principles that determine success. Topics covered include:

  •   The three dimensions of innovation – the importance of thinking beyond product or marketing innovation
 •   Pattern-recognition – how to tap our natural “pattern-based” problem-solving approach to unlock  

unorthodox strategies
 •   Discontent  – understanding the critical prerequisites of major innovations
 •   Imagination – using patterns to generate more strategic options than your competition
 •   Disruption – how even small decisions can become strategic and disruptive
 •   Considering “crazy” ideas – not discounting those fantastic ideas just because they’re not ordinary 
 •   Rapidly analyzing ideas – using analytical approaches to quickly validate strategies before  

executing them
 •   Enrollment – how to identify key stakeholders and align them with your innovation
 •   Break-out  –  reaching the tipping point and managing new competitive threats
 •   Consolidation – the three fundamental sources of sustainable competitive advantage and how to build 

them around your innovation

9:45 – 10:45   CASE APPLICATION
We will then apply the methodology and tools covered so far to a real-world business case in order to bring 
the methodology to light. We will cycle through the key steps of the process covering the following topics:

 •   Challenge definition – establish a clear, concise articulation of a challenge in a way that opens up  
strategic creativity

 •   The seven most powerful openings - and how these apply to your business
 •   Prioritization matrix – rapidly mapping the options in a way that helps you distinguish the highest  

potential opportunities

10:45 – 11:00   BREAK

11:00 – 12:30   PERSONAL APPLICATION
We will then apply what we have learned to a real-world business case to bring the methodology to light. We 
will cycle through the key steps of the process resulting in the following deliverables:

 •   Challenge definition – a clear, concise articulation of a critical challenge your business faces today  
including your situation, trajectory, long-term vision, near-term vision, and key metrics by which  
you define success

 •   Playbook– asking four questions to create a personalized playbook of 6-10 highest-potential  
openings for brainstorming

 •   Options – a list of 30 to 50 innovative ideas for solving your specific business challenge, and overtaking 
your competition, with greater ease
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12:30 – 1:30   LUNCH

1:30 – 4:00   PERSONAL APPLICATION (cont.)
We continue generating strategic options to a real-world business challenge. This 
deepens your understanding of the stratagems as you absorb their patterns subcon-
sciously. We complete the cycle through the key steps of the process resulting in the  
following deliverables:

 •   Options – a list of 50 to 150 innovative ideas for solving your specific business 
challenge with greater ease

•   Prioritization matrix – a map of your options that helps you rapidly focus on a 
manageable set of strategic options to execute or validate

•    10 priority ideas – from the map you will identify the ten highest-potential  
strategies, those that you can execute with the greatest ease and that have the 
greatest chance of disrupting your competition

•   Strategies to unblock resistance  - you will identify which of the seven possible 
sources of resistance are most critical and devise a plan to preempt them

•   Action plan – finally you will have a clear, manageable action plan for validating 
the top-priority strategies and begin their transformation from “idea into reality”

 

PROGRAM AGENDA (cont.)
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